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B Y L A S S E N L A U NCH E S
S A XE FOL DI NG CH A I R A FT E R 6 0 Y EARS
Saxe is a characterful and timeless folding chair designed in
1955 by the visionary designer and architect Mogens Lassen
for The Copenhagen Cabinetmakers’ Guild Competition.
It was originally made by the master joiner A.J. Iversen and is
now being produced by by Lassen to mark the 60th anniversary of its design.
Mogens Lassen was like a playful child, who was influenced
by his surroundings, constantly experimenting with styles, basic
forms and materials. Saxe is an affectionate nod to the Nordic
region’s own materials and one example of Mogens Lassen’s
exceptional ability to superbly unite function and aesthetics at
a high level.
As in Mogens Lassen’s architecture, nothing in the chair’s design is left to chance and everything is worked out down to
the smallest detail. The strong, stretched leather clings to the
wood and creates an almost harmonious, organic form. The
curved rivets in brass along the back break with the otherwise
stringent expression and exemplify the fact that Mogens Lassen
was not afraid of going against the grain and breaking with
conventions. While the critics preferred to see new forms at the
exhibitions, Mogens Lassen retained the values inherent in the
handicraft of past times, which he reinterpreted and made his
own. ”The other Cabinetmakers shake in their boots when they
see me”, he declared, thereby emphasising his position as a
popular enfant terrible in the profession.
The collapsible chair invites an extra guest to join the gathering
and with its minimalistic, simple expression is perfect in both
large and small quality-conscious homes – and is at least as
current and modern here 60 years on.
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MOGE NS L A S S E N

The architect Mogens Lassen (1901-1987) is among the
important, major Danish architects, one of the pioneers
within Danish functionalism, and internationally recognised for his characteristic architecture. Mogens Lassen
was inspired by Bauhaus, the German school of design,
and geometric shapes are frequently reproduced in his
iconic designs.

DE S I GN

Mogens Lassen, 1955

VA R I A NT S

Oak/aniline leather, black stained oak/black leather, dark
oiled oak/brown leather

MA T E R I A L S

Vegetable tanned butt leather, oak and brass

PR I CE

1.399 EUR

For further information and images in high res., contact
Henriette Noermark Andersen at hna@bylassen.com or tel.
+45 40 78 52 53. Images can also be downloaded free
of charge at www.flickr.com/photos/bylassen.

